Basic Colour Wheel
Primary & Secondary Colours

- Yellow
- Blue
- Red
- Green
- Orange (yellow + red)
- Purple (blue + red)

- Yellow + blue
- Yellow + red
- Yellow + red
- Yellow + red
- Yellow + blue
- Yellow + blue
Families come in all shapes, sizes and kinds! There are human families and animal families. We help each other find food, we protect one another, we travel, work, and play together!

What is your family’s favorite thing to do together? How do you help one another?

Color families are ones that work well together, sometimes they are similar (warm colors or cool colors), sometimes they are opposite (complementary colors or neutral colors).

• Work together with your family to mix colors to create a color wheel!
• Can you find some of the colors that you created in the paintings by Robert Bateman?
• Has he used color families in any of the paintings that you see?
• When you are finished, use your favorite color family to paint a family with watercolors! You could paint your family or an animal family!